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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. About the project and project activities 

 
This document is a result of project activities within the project “ROMA ACTION” that is being 

implemented by Hilfswerk Austria in partnership with ASB Germany and Kali Sara – Roma 

information centre with the financial aid of the EU- IPA II.  

 

The ultimate objective of this large volume project is the promotion of social inclusion of the 

vulnerable Roma families in the flood affected areas of B&H through solving their housing 

problems and through implementation of social and economic measures with active participation 

of state and local institutions and other stakeholders at the local level. Financially and 

operationally, major part of the project covered the solving of housing problems, while the 

citizens Association „Kali Sara – Roma information centre“ as a project partner worked on 

implementation of the second project component that covers numerous activities with the 

purpose of collecting information from the stakeholders who have so far been working on 

implementation of funds for grants for solving Roma problems in line with the revised action 

plans (State Programme for Roma), and on compiling the final report that would contain 

recommendations, priorities and other elements as a foundation for the work of commissions 

which were established by Ministry for Human Rights and Refugees (MHRR) with the task of 

devising new planning documents which would replace the existing ones, as the timeframe 

foreseen for their implementation had expired. 

 

Namely, MHRR established 4 sector working groups consisting of 8 members each that will deal 

with issues of housing, employment, health protection and education with the task of defining 

recommendations for better implementation of the State Programme for the Roma, sector 

priorities, criteria for defining priorities and reaching an agreement for allocation of funds per 

sectors. This document, which is the result of seven workshops held in different cities across 

B&H, where all involved stakeholders discussed the implementation of State Programme done 

so far, as well as the survey held in the field with the use of questionnaires, at which point the 

end beneficiaries in Roma communities gave their opinions of the effects of the Programme so 

far, will serve as a foundation for the work of these working groups. 

 

The end product of all these activities contained in this document in its conclusion part is: 

 the set of recommendations for more effective implementation of the State Programme 

for Roma,  

 determining sector priorities, 

 defining criteria for determining priorities, and 
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 proposal for allocation of funds per sectors.  

 

1.2. About the held workshops and citizens surveys 

 

„Kali Sara – RIC “in cooperation with MHRR organized and conducted seven interactive 

workshops in Mostar (July 8), Zenica (July 12), Tuzla (July 14), Bijeljina (July 19), Banjaluka 

(July 21), Sarajevo (July 26) and Bihać (July 28). Representatives of institutions from all levels 

(Entity, Canton, Municipality) were invited to the workshops from all domains that concern the 

four sectors which were discussed and which are treated by action plans and State Programmes 

(housing, employment, health protection and education).  

The concept of workshops has been tailored so that that through the open dialogue and 

conversations of all participants who directly participated in realization of grants from State 

Programme they could obtain not only the statistical data and information, but primarily the 

impressions, thoughts, proposals, criticisms and suggestions from the operatives who had an 

opportunity to experience the implementation of activities in reality through different 

experiences and practices, to see their real effects and real life stories that are hiding behind the 

dry statistic data, and that may be of big help for correction or addition to certain measures. 

A special, very helpful contribution to this approach and to obtaining the more realistic picture of 

the enforcement of the State Programme was given, besides other, by the representatives of 

Municipal/City administrations and Roma NGO sector, who are implementing the majority of 

activities and who are the closest to the end beneficiaries. 

 

This manner of considering the real effects in enforcement of the State programme, i.e. action 

plans, has proven to be the best. The variegated composition of the participants who presented 

experiences from the angle of their domain and from their prospective, opened the door for 

discussion, exchange of opinions and often instigated the broadening of horizons for perception 

of Roma problems and inevitably brought to the conclusion that only the inter-sector approach to 

the work on several parallel tracks may lead to results that are sustainable, which luckily 

corresponds with the activities that will be undertaken in the future, after the expiration of the 

Decade of social inclusion of the Roma 2005-2015. 

 

Also, the communication problems between different stakeholders have surfaced. Their solution 

becomes necessity and a precondition for more efficient enforcement of measures, and the 

experiences that come directly from Roma community have pointed out some subtle problems 

that easily disappear from the radar of the state institutions, and that on the other hand are very 

important for the quality of life and inclusion of Roma community into the social streams. It was 

noticeable to which extent the organizational stage, good will and capacities of the local self-

governance units is of the crucial importance  for efficient solving of problems, i.e. to which 

extent the lack of these elements may represent the huge obstacles in solving the basic existential 

problems of the Roma. 

 

The state of organization and the efficiency of work of Roma NGO sector, or the absence of 

these elements also turned out to be one of the key factors in the efficiency of problem solving. 

The workshops have brought to the surface a number of other useful details that were of great 

help defining the final conclusions and recommendations for improvement of future planning 
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documents and programmes for solving Roma problems. They also fully justified their 

organizing and conducting all over the B&H. 

 

Apart from the workshops, the field survey was done to assess the level of satisfaction of end 

beneficiaries in Roma communities in Bijeljina, Brčko District, Doboj, Gračanica, Kakanj, 

Prnjavor, Vukosavlje and Zenica. 50 examinees were covered in each location, and the total of 

400 Roma citizens were examined about their experiences with using measures of the state 

programme, about the level of satisfaction in relation to what was done so far and on what should 

be the priority in the forthcoming period from their prospective. 

 

Workshops and field survey, as well as the input obtained from these activates represent the 

backbone of this report. Everything that we had the opportunity to hear, see and examine had led 

us to defining the exact conclusions about the shortcomings and disadvantages in the 

implementation of revised action plans, as well as towards the ideas on which improvements 

could be introduced. Contact with the real needs and direct experiences that the workshops had 

made possible and the field surveys turned out to be the unmistakable, discreet indicator towards 

the final defining of recommendations and priorities that are contained in this document.  

 

1.3. A new regional programme as a new context 

 

New planning documents that will be devised based on the recommendations given in this 

document will have to be fitted into a new context that occurred after the expiration of validity of 

Decade of Roma Inclusion 2005 – 2015. 

Namely, as a part of the work on Regional council for cooperation, a new project „Roma 

Integration 2020“has been initiated and will be implemented. This project adds to the 

achievements of the Decade and is harmonized with the process of the EU accession. This 

project recognizes that, besides some moves that have been made, Roma are still facing various 

types of social exclusion and discrimination, as well as numerous problems in education, 

housing, chronic unemployment etc. The reason for these persistent problems has been identified 

in non-existence of Roma issues in general public policies, budgeting, institutions that provide 

public services. This new project will aim at solving those issues. Therefore, the final aim of this 

project is to contribute to reduction of social and economic gap between Roma and non-Roma 

populations in the areas of Western Balkans and Turkey, and to emphasize the obligation of the 

state institutions to include and enforce specific goals of integrating Roma into the devising of 

general public policies and plans. In that sense, this project will try to help state governments to 

integrate special measures that relate to the Roma into socio-economic policies into the process 

of budget planning. 

 

Since the B&H is the part of this project, and the state which together with the other states in the 

region has the aspirations of joining the European Integrations, it is necessary to keep the pace 

with these activities and formulate the measures which are to be created in the new action plans 

in such a way that they fully fit into the public policies that had already been formed in the key 

sectors. The possibility of drawing donor money from pre-accession funds will certainly depend 

on this, and without those funds it is not possible to imagine the financing of quality programmes 

for solving Roma problems. That is why one of the main recommendations is that creators of 

public policies get familiar with the project „Roma Integration 2020“now, and that as a part of 
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general policies they start to include specific measures directed towards Roma, so that the special 

programs and projects could be created in an easier was and financed both by local institutions 

and foreign donors. 

2. RESULTS OF HELD WORKSHOPS AND BENEFICIARY SURVEYS 

2.1. Activities so far on solving Roma problems 

 

With its activities in the previous period, Bosnia and Herzegovina undertook the obligations to 

use various measures and instruments to ensure the enforcement of principles that have been 

defined in Framework convention of the EC for protection of ethnic minorities that B&H ratified 

in 2002. 

 

When it comes to solving the problems that Roma in B&H are facing, firstly the Strategy of 

Bosnia and Herzegovina for solving the problems of Roma was adopted in 2005, and in July 

2008, the Action plan for solving Roma problems in the area of employment, housing and health 

protection was adopted by B&H Council of Ministers in July 2008. In September same year 

B&H enters the project the Decade of Roma Inclusion 2005-2015. In 2013, B&H Council of 

Ministers adopted the Revised Action Plan for solving Roma problems in the areas of 

employment, housing and health protection for the period 2013-2016 (RAP). 

 

By joining the Decade, Bosnia and Herzegovina made a commitment to annually secure the 

funds necessary for implementation of the Action plan. In the course of implementation of the 

Action plan, it became clear that the plan had to be revised, since many of the foreseen activities 

were not realistically set, and therefore they could not have been implemented, and the funds did 

not correspond to the real needs of the Roam. MHRR made a RAP that was adopted by the B&H 

Council of Ministers on 11.12.2013. Earlier action plans and the new revised action plan 

represent a foundation for realization of activities in line with the available funds that are secured 

from the budget of Bosnia and Herzegovina and budgets of Entities, Cantons and Municipalities 

as well as donor funds. 

 

Within its budget, MHRR secures approx. 3 million KM for the grants that are designated for 

implementation of the Action Plan. (in the last two years the amount of a grant was reduced by 

almost one third). Grant funds are disseminated according to the Decision of B&H council of 

Ministers on framework relations (Federation B&H 62, 66%, Republika Srpska 31, 34% and 

Brčko district) and the funds are allocated for housing, employment and health protection of 

Roma. 

 

The funds for the employment of the Roma based on the signed Memoranda of Understanding 

are transferred to Federation, RS and Brčko District Employment Bureaus and they are obliged 

to spend them for employment/self-employment of the Roma. Based on the Memoranda, 

Bureaus issue public calls for selection of beneficiaries for employment/self-employment of the 

Roma every year. The selection is done by the Commissions established in the Bureaus and they 

include Roma representatives. 
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The funds for housing are realized through the public call for selection of project proposal that is 

published by MHRR. Municipalities, Cities, Cantons, Entities, Brčko District, domestic and 

foreign NGOs and government institutions and donors are entitled to participate in the public call 

on the principle of co-funding. The Minister issued an instruction that defines the criteria for 

selection of projects and beneficiaries of housing aid for Roma, as well as the monitoring and 

reporting about the realization of funds. 

 

Based on the planned budget, every year MHRR signs a Memorandum of understanding for 

implementation of measures of the Action Plans in the domain of health protection with the 

Public health institutes of Federation, Republika Srpska and Department of Health and other 

services of Brčko District. 

 

Besides the funds designated for employment, housing and health protection of Roma, it was 

necessary to secure the funds for registering the needs of the Roma in Bosnia and Herzegovina 

for the sake of successful implementation of Action plan for the Roma. At the beginning of 

implementation of this grant, the funds were used for the registration process, and after this 

began the process of continuous collecting of information on the numbers of Roma and types of 

their needs. 

With the purpose of improving coordination and cooperation in data collection, MHRR signed an 

agreement with 57 centres for social work at the level of the entire Bosnia and Herzegovina. 

 

2.2. Workshops and experiences on implementation of the State Programme for Roma 

 

Data on how the activities went on the implementation of measures from Action plans, i.e. on 

implementation of state grants may be found in the first Decade Watch report that was made in 

2011 by the citizens association „Kali Sara – Roma information centre“, as well as in MHRR 

reports, since they are in charge of realization and supervision over the realization of these funds. 

Besides the statistical information, in these reports it is also possible to find the details that relate 

to the problems and difficulties that the implementers were facing throughout the process of 

achieving the project objectives. Many of these difficulties and obstacles could be again heard in 

workshops organized across B&H, but other problems could be heard as well, that occurred in 

the meanwhile, new ideas on the solving of already identified problems and proposals on how to 

improve the good and eliminate the bad practices. 

Below is the overview of the main observations that were heard from numerous participants in 

the workshops. 

.  
 

The first workshop was held in Mostar on July 8th 2016 

 

Participants:   Representatives of Municipal/City administrations from 

Mostar, Trebinje, Čapljina, Jablanica  

 Representatives of centres for social work  

 Representatives of Roma NGO 
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Main observations: 

 

Housing    In many municipalities good cooperation achieved between 

centres for social work and the respective municipal services on 

in the process of beneficiaries selection and implementation of 

the housing projects 

 Infrastructure issues solved at the same time and no major 

remarks on the matter 

 Mostar is an example of the community that succeeded in doing 

a lot on the housing front, allegedly even without the allocation 

of the state grants  

 Previous adoption of the regulation plan (Mostar) is an example 

of the good practice for the efficient implementation of projects   

 

Employment   Problem of unemployment emphasized by all participants 

 Unemployment problem underlined by all participants  

 Unemployment problem related to severe poverty, moving 

abroad and leaving elementary education 

 Programmes of self-employment were not successful, while also 

the employment is short-term and not sustainable 

 Problem of low level of education that makes Roma hardly 

employable at the labour market 

Health protection  The health insurance coverage good in most communities 

 The problem is when unemployed persons do not regularly report 

to employment bureaus and this results in the loss of insurance 

Education   Most municipalities claim that all children are registered and 

enrolled into primary schools, some municipalities provide for 

transportation and scholarships 

 At the same time many pupils point out that the rate of dropping 

out of elementary schools is high 

 Additional work with children in elementary schools needed 

 Inclusion of children in the pre-school age very important 

 Solving of employment issues, i.e. leaving poverty crucial for 

continuity in schooling 

 No need to wait for grants from the state level, but Municipalities 

should initiate and support quality programmes in the area of 

education 

Additional 

topics/remarks 
 Measures directed only at Roma population and solving of their 

(mainly housing) problems sometimes cause negative reactions of 

the public 

 Inactive NGOs or problems inside NGO sector are causing 

difficulties to the respective authorities in realization of some 

activities, so it is necessary to organize Roma NGOs better 
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Second workshop held in Zenica on July 12, 2016 

 

Participants:   Representatives of municipal/city administrations of 

Kakanj, Breza, Travnik, Zavidovići 

 Representatives of Cantonal Ministries (education and 

social affairs) 

 Representative of Cantonal employment bureau 

 Representatives of Roma NGO sector 

 

Main observations: 

 

Housing   Many housing projects are still in the preparation phase 

 Although a lot has been done, a lot still has to be done in housing 

area 

 In many cases recovery of already constructed housing units is 

necessary 

 Due to non-existence of spatial planning documentation and 

insufficient knowledge of the situation in the field, there were 

long delays in some projects 

 Projects are prepared only for the cases where property issues 

have been resolved 

 In some areas social housing solutions were used 

 

 Employment 

 
 Employment of Roma is with no exception mentioned as one of 

the priorities, especially by representatives of Roma 

organizations 

 This situation with Roma employment is very bad 

 Employment programmes targeting Roma population are not 

created in Municipalities 

 Cantonal Employment bureau conducted targeted employment 

programmes that had no success (1 self-employed and 7 

employed in the entire canton), even the scarce employment 

funds were not used 

 The need for better informing of Roma and larger involvement of 

Roma organizations is emphasized so that the opportunities 

could be used better within the general employment programmes 

Health protection  Regular reporting to employment bureaus again occurs as a 

problem for obtaining the right to health insurance 

 It is emphasized that the health insurance problem must be 

solved in a systematic way, because the current solution with 

reporting to the bureaus is old and almost unprecedented 

 The problem of children who have no health insurance because 

they did not start school in time arises again 

Education    If something was done in the area of education it is only thanks 

to foreign donor and NGO activities. There are no grants at the 
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state level, and Municipalities are passive 

 Again the problem of dropping out of schools as the consequence 

of migrations, and the special problems is that families do not 

report that they are leaving 

 Municipalities finance the purchase of school books and other 

needs in line with available funds 

 Although the education is only formally free, for some families it 

is a real burden due to unemployment and poverty 

Additional topics/notes  Roma NGOs in many municipalities are completely idle 

 The crucial role of Roma NGO sector in informing Roma about 

their rights in the area of education is emphasized 

 In some rural parts, municipality is trying to stimulate Roma to 

take on agriculture 

 A need is emphasized for devising and adoption of local action 

plans as necessary foundations for good programming and 

drawing funds from different resources 

 

Third workshop in Tuzla held on July 14 2016 

 

Participants:   Representatives of municipal/city administrations of  

Živinice, Gračanica, Gradačac, Kladanj 

 Representative of Public Health Institute  

 Representative of Cantonal Employment bureau 

 Representatives of Roma NGO sector  

 

Main observations: 

 

Housing   Municipalities are tackling housing and infrastructure issues 

within their possibilities 

 Problems occur with connections to public infrastructure and 

they delay the moving in 

Employment   Employment situation is better than before, but is it still not 

satisfactory 

 Employment of 7-8 Roma per year is funded from Cantonal 

budget 

 Programmes are more oriented towards employment, since self-

employment showed poor results 

 All grant funds for employment are being spent 

 Nothing is being done for employment in Municipality  

Health protection  It turns out that in this part of B&H there is a same problem with 

registration in employment bureaus as a condition for health 

insurance and the insurance of the children who are not enrolled 

into schools 

 Health insurance issue must be solved in another way, and not 
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through the employment bureau 

 Not enough is being invested into the specific programmes of 

health protection 

Education   Municipalities allocate funds for helping Roma children (school 

items, scholarships), but there are no programmes or initiatives 

started by municipalities in the area of education 

Additional 

topics/remarks 
 Measures should be prioritized and the joint work should be done 

on finding possibilities for their financing 

 The question is how to take care of those Roma who have no 

property, and more active work should be done on programmes 

of social housing 

 The need for devising local action plans is emphasized again 

 It is necessary to involve young Roma into the process and train 

them for leadership role 

 

Fourth workshop in Bijeljina was held on July 19, 2016. 

 

Participants:   Representatives of Bijeljina city administration (including 

Mayor) and representatives of Brčko District Government 

 Representatives of Centre for Social Work  

 Representatives of Roma NGO sector 

 Representative of Employment bureau 

 

Main observations: 

 

Housing   Housing of Roma is well taken care of in Bijeljina, while in 

Brčko nothing was done on this matter, despite of the grants that 

were given 

 Roma in Brčko live in uninhabitable social flats, they are in 

ghettos and local population is resisting the housing measures for 

Roma  

 After 4-5 years of inactivity, a land plot was finally allocated in 

Brčko for housing 

 The problem of legalization of the existing facilities is 

emphasized 

 

Employment   Situation with the employment of Roma in Bijeljina is poor, 

whereas in Brčko it is somewhat better (they are employed 

mainly in utility companies) 

 Roma are going abroad because of unemployment 

 A special plan for Roma employment was adopted in Bijeljina 

 The funds for self-employment programmes are very small and 

nobody is using them 

Health protection  In both communities health protection is realized through 
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employment bureaus without any major problems due to long 

deadlines for registration or the obligation of registration was 

abolished  

 Grants for programmes of health protection in Brčko District are 

not being spent for that purpose 

Education   A lot is being done on raising the parent awareness of the 

importance of education and the children's right for education, in 

order to reduce the rate of dropping out of schools 

 Socially vulnerable families enrol children into school in order to 

get some rights, and then the children leave schools, most 

probably as the consequence of migrations 

 It is very important to include Roma children into pre-school 

education. Practically nothing is being done on that plan 

 A very few Roma reach high school 

 Enforcement of the Action Plan for education is totally uneven 

Additional 

topics/remarks 
 Roma home with the daily centre was constructed in Brčko and it 

is pending the handover 

 Local action plan made and it is pending adoption 

 

 

Fifth workshop in Banjaluka held on July 21, 2016. 

 

Participants:   Representatives of municipal/city administrations of 

Banjaluka, Kozarska Dubica, Prijedor, Gradiška 

 Representatives of  RS Government (members of Roma 

Board and Ministry of education) 

 Representative of employment bureau 

 Representatives of Roma NGO 

Main observations: 

 

Housing   In communities where Roma community is small in size, housing 

project are mostly finished, while in the areas with larger Roma 

communities they are in preparation stage or in implementation 

Employment   Employment, i.e. unemployment is, besides education, again 

mentioned as one of the most important problems 

 Roma are employed mainly in utility companies 

 Funds for self-employment are not sufficient for sustainable 

business 

 Abuses are present in the use of employment programme due to 

poor control 

Health protection  The use of health protection programmes varies from specific 

and useful services designated for preventive check-ups of Roma 

women to programmes/lectures that are being implemented by 

certain governmental organisations and their purpose is 
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disputable 

Education   The major problem is non-inclusion of Roma children into pre-

school education system 

 It is claimed that at the republic level the percentage of school 

drop-outs is low and that most things have been done in 

elementary education 

 All Roma students are receiving scholarships 

 Conditions have been provided for education of adults 

 School books are being purchased and scholarships are being 

allocated to primary and secondary school students (different 

practice in line with possibilities) 

Additional  

topics/remarks 
 Discrimination present in schools  

 

 

Sixth workshop in Sarajevo held on July 26, 2016.  

 

Participants:   Representatives of Roma and all other NGOs 

 Representatives of Federation Ministry 

 Representatives of Cantonal Ministry 

 Representatives of Municipal administrations Novi grad, 

Stari grad, Centar, Ilidža 

 

Main observations: 

 

Housing:   NGO sector should again get involved into realization of grants 

and that the funds should be increased instead of being reduced 

 It is good that many housing problems have been solved, but 

attention should be paid to homeless people who have absolutely 

no property 

 Since Roma are leaving the country in large numbers, it is 

necessary to provide housing measures firstly for young married 

couples 

 Due to large number of children and poverty, Roma are in large 

numbers beneficiaries of social housing project 

 In Sarajevo Municipalities problems occur with projects of social 

housing that are not being smoothly implemented (non-existence 

of criteria, still undetermined priorities, negligent handling of 

property by beneficiaries) 

Employment   High unemployment among Roma 

 The project of employment of Roma women gives results after 

one year 

 The project of self-employment of Roma single mothers 

implemented 

 Roma NGO sector must get more involved so that Roma would 
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be better informed and employment programmes designated to 

all citizens must be used better 

Health protection  Almost all Roma are entitled to the right to health insurance 

through employment bureau 

 The problem of security of children who do not attend school 

regularly 

Education   Education is emphasized as the key factor for quality life 

 Some municipalities give scholarship for students 

Additional 

topics/remarks 
 Municipality Novi Grad prepared the Action plan for cooperation 

with ethnic minorities, within which they are planning to hire 

Roma coordinators 

 The importance of grant implementation monitoring emphasized 

 The problem of Roma who have no yet obtained personal 

documents is underlined 

 

Seventh workshop was held in Bihać on July 28, 2016. 

 

Participants:   Representatives of Bihać city administration 

 Representatives of centre for social work from Bosanska 

Krupa 

 Representative of public health institute 

 Representatives of cantonal Ministry of Health 

 Representative of cantonal employment bureau 

 Representatives of Roma NGO sector  

 

Main observations: 

 

Housing   In housing project there is a number of problems such as delayed 

moving in, due to procedural delays, or failure to build the main 

infrastructure around the new housing units 

 Roma in Bihać are being prepared for the culture of collective 

living before their housing problems are solved 

 There are still many Roma whose housing problems are not 

solved 

 Households are overpopulated with up to three families together 

Employment   Regional employment project is under way, implemented by ILO 

and RCC and it should be used to the maximum 

 Very low education structure of the Roma in the Bureau register 

 The existence of centre for education of adults should be used 

 Realization of grants should be brought down to the cantonal 

level 

 Employment of Roma is almost non existent 

Health protection  Many Roma are not registering to employment bureau and are 

not getting health insurance, especially the older ones who think 
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they have no business going to the bureau 

Education   The importance of education and work with parents is 

emphasized 

 Inclusion of children into pre-school education is a priority 

 Acquisition of education is connected to the acquisition of jobs 

 An action plan for education is in preparation with the planned 

inclusion of Roma assistants 

 Children abandon schools 

 The problem is also so called letting of Roma children through 

the education process after which they have no chance to 

complete the secondary education 

Additional topics/ 

notes 
 Roma NGO sector must get involved more and help institutions 

 Big efforts are being invested to provide all with the personal 

documents 

 Problems in internal coordination in city administration are 

causing slowing down or stopping of activities 

 

2.3. Opinions of examinees 

 

After the conducted workshops, a research was done into the level of satisfaction with the state 

programme through the examining of the citizens in Roma communities in eight different 

locations in B&H (Čapljina/Mostar, Bijeljina, Brčko district, Doboj, Gračanica, Kakanj, 

Prnjavor, Vukosavlje, Zenica and Sarajevo). 50 citizens in each location answered the 

questionnaires, and the survey covered the total of 500 examinees.  

 

Questionnaires and the process of examining are tailored in such a way for the questions to be as 

simple as possible, and the process itself to be as fast as possible. The objective was to examine 

the coverage of certain measure of the state programme, whether the examinees were 

beneficiaries and in which way were they covered,  and what was their opinion on realization of 

the programme so far, recommendations and priorities for the forthcoming period. 

 

The structure of examinees (their families), as well as the length of their residence in locations is 

given in the table overview below in average values: 

 

Structure of examinee  families and length of their residing 
 

Location Average number 
of adult family 
members 
 

Average number 
of underage family 
members 

Average total 
number of family 
members 

Average length 
of family residing 

Čapljina  
 

3,10 1,51 4,32 9,80 

Mostar 2,00 4,30 6,71 20,11 
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The questionnaire is structured in such a way that the questions are divided per areas that the 

state programme covers, and also the other questions that are relevant for the Roma community. 

The structure of the questionnaire is presented in the table below: 

 

Structure of the questionnaire 

 

Area 

 
Questions 

Personal 

documents 

 

1. Do family members possess all personal documents? If they are 

missing documents, they should explain why. 

2. Was the family trying to solve the problem of not possessing personal 

documents through UNHCR and local mediators in the community in 

the period 2008-2015? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Education 

 

1. Were the children who attend or who attended elementary school in 

the period from 2008-2015. receiving free school books from school, 

centre for social work or NGOs? If the answer is YES - from whom 

and for which grades? If the answer is NO – why?  

2. Did the children who attend or who attended elementary school or 

university received scholarships from Municipality, Ministry of 

education or an NGO? If the answer is YES – from whom, when and 

how much? If the answer is NO – why? 

3. Was any family member a beneficiary of the programme for 

education of adults in the period 2008-2015 (extraordinary passing of 

grades of elementary and secondary school)? If the answer is YES – 

 

Sarajevo 
 

2,69 1,92 4,62 22,04 

Bijeljina 
 

2,44 4,18 6,62 10,44 

Vukosavlje 
 

2,51 2,25 4,76 14,28 

Brčko District  
 

3,15 1,82 4,97 n/a 

Kakanj 
 

3,07 2,3 5,37 20,5 

Zenica 
 

2,65 1,11 3,77 10,28 

Gračanica 
 

2,38 1,11 3,5 40,64 

Prnjavor 
 

2,14 0,73 2,88 24,14 

Doboj  
 

3,17 1,87 5,05 34,02 
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when and which grade, where did you pass the extraordinary lessons 

and who paid for the costs? 

4. Were any of the family members a beneficiary of the programme of 

retraining/additional training in the period 2008-2015? If the answer 

is YES – when, what type of retraining and who paid for the 

retraining programme? 

 

 

 

Employment 

1. Were any of the family members employed within the state 

programme for employment of the Roma in the period 2008-2015? If 

the answer is YES –which programme (employment or self-

employment)? 

2. Did the employed person remain permanently employed after the 

grant with the employer expired? 

 

 

 

 

 

Health 

1. Was the family a beneficiary of state programme for health 

protection of Roma in the period 2008-2015? If the answer is YES – 

which year and what type of activities? 

2. Were the children vaccinated as a part of the state programme for 

health protection through entity institutes for public health in the 

period 2008-2015? 

3. Did the family members participate in educational workshops 

organized by the entity public health institutes in the period 2008-

2015? 

4. Did any family member have health insurance within the state health 

programme for health/additional insurance? 

 

Housing 

1. Was the family a beneficiary of the housing programme for the Roma 

in the period 2008-2015 (programme of 

construction/reconstruction/recovery or social housing)? If the 

answer is YES – which year and what kind of programme? If the 

answer is NO – why? 

Opinion / 

recommendations 

General opinion of the examinees about the realization of the state 

programme/recommendations for better realization of the programme. 

Priorities Which priorities/activities should be in the opinion of the examinees in the 

forthcoming period for improvement of social and economic position of the 

Roma in B&H? 

 

When it comes to personal documents, 15 out of 500 examinees do not have some of the 

personal documents. Largest number of them is in Kakanj (7 examinees) and in Gračanica (5 

examinees). Lack of money is most commonly stated as the reason, and efforts are being made 

for this problem to be solved through local mediators. 
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Speaking of education, it is obvious that the coverage in terms of allocation of free books for 

primary education is the best, while on other matters (scholarships, education of adults and 

retraining) a small number of beneficiaries had an opportunity to be covered by this programmes. 

 

Out of the total number of the examinees, 93 (23%) stated that the children did not receive the 

free books during the primary education, and only in Vukosavlje and Doboj (where nobody 

obviously allocated any funds for this purpose) there is 74 of them.  

 

When it comes to the recipients of the free books, they are most often given by schools, 

Municipalities or some NGO. 

.    

 

 

 
 

 

Only 10% of the examinees stated that their children received scholarships during secondary 

education, and to the large extent as the assistance from NGO sector, and in small number of 

Has 
documents

96%

No documents 
4%0%0%

Personal documents

Has documents No documents

77%

23%
0%0%

Allocation of free books

Received free books Did not receive free books
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cases from the Municipalities. Even a smaller amount of examinees (only 3, 5%) stated that they 

were the beneficiaries of programme of education for adults or retraining programme (5, 7% 

examinees), and expenses of such a small number of programs were born mostly by 

organizations of civil society.   

 

In terms of employment programme, 31 examinee (or 7,75%) stated that they were employed as 

a part of the state programme for the employment of Roma, out of which 18 of them remained 

employed while 13 of them lost their job after the expiration of stimulation funds for their 

employees.  

 

 
 

 

When it comes to programmes of health protection, 27% of the examinees is covered by the 

programme and some of the activities from the state programme (most often preventive health 

check-ups), 40% of them stated that children were vaccinated as a part of the state programme, 

32% of the examinees stated that some of their family members participated in education 

workshops, while 7,5% of the examinees stated that some of their family members obtained 

health insurance through the state programme (in the majority of cases the examinees were 

insured through the bureau in a regular way). 

 

As for the housing, 74% of examinees stated that they were not the beneficiaries of the housing 

programme. Out of those examinees who gave their opinions about the reasons, largest number 

of them (100 examinees) are already taken care of in some way, 53 of them applied to different 

programmes, but they did not meet the criteria, 38 of them did not apply because there were no 

programmes in their community, and 30 of them did not apply because they have no property, 

i.e. they do not have resolved the property matters on the land. Among the examinees were the 

housing programme beneficiaries, and out of those who gave their opinion about the type of the 

programme, largest number of them (45 examinees) solved their housing issue through the 

programme of social housing, 23 examinees were beneficiaries of reconstruction, 21 examinee 

was the beneficiary of construction programme, while 12 of them were the beneficiaries of 

recovery programme. 

8%

92%

Employment

Employed within the programme

Was not a programme beneficiary
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Out of the examinees who expressed their opinions of implementation of the state programme so 

far, largest number of them (89 examinees) stated that they are only partially satisfied with the 

implementation of the programme and that there should be and must be a lot more things to be 

done more and better, 71 examinee stated that they were extremely dissatisfied with 

implementation of the programme, while 25 of them were satisfied with the implementation so 

far. Out of recommendations for better realization of the programme that the examinees 

emphasized, largest number of them refers to the better level of information of Roma population 

about measures and possibilities that the state programme offers, allocation of more funds 

(especially for education and employment) in order for the coverage and the effects of the 

programme to be bigger, larger degree of inclusion of young Roma into the activities, and more 

precise criteria for housing programmes. 
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By far the largest number of examinees sees employment and education as priorities for the 

forthcoming period. The following graph best depicts the list of priorities from the angle of 

examinees: 

 

 
 

The survey conducted among the Roma population in B&H only confirmed what was concluded 

many times in numerous reports that dealt with realization of planning documents dealing with 

Roma problems - that the funds being allocated are not sufficient for realization of the set 
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measures in the way it was foreseen in action plans. Therefore the scope of activities and 

measure is limited and their consequence is that feelings and perception of examinees are unjust, 

selective and inefficient. Also, many of the findings that we obtained in the direct 

communication with the citizens confirmed the information that we heard from operative and 

partitioning staff in the workshops. 

 

When it comes to the area of education, survey of beneficiaries only confirmed the lack of any 

systematic approach in satisfying Roma education needs, fragmentation and unevenness of the 

measures being implemented at the local level, as well as the insensitivity and passiveness of the 

key stakeholders in this area, which from the prospective of the many Roma is of the crucial 

importance for the opening of any prospective for leaving poverty and chronic unemployment. 

The findings pointing to small coverage and inefficiency of Roma employment programme were 

also confirmed. The area of health protection showed relatively good coverage of beneficiaries, 

but the question of benefit and quality of measures that are being conducted in this area still 

remains open. 

  

The coverage of housing measures corresponds to other information sources, but what we could 

notice was dissatisfaction expressed in the field of criteria for beneficiary selection, as well as 

non- transparency of the process. 

A very indicative thing is the congruence in opinion of professionals who are involved in 

implementation of the state programme (that we were able to hear in the workshops) with the 

opinions of ordinary citizens (that we registered in questionnaires) about priorities that should be 

the focus in the future. Employment and education of Roma, according to this prevailing opinion 

represents the foundation of improvement of socio-economic position of the Roma, since on this 

foundation it is relatively easy to build other segments of life of Roma population. In line with 

that, this document also defines the recommendations that develop in the direction of larger 

investments and intensifying of activities in these two areas in the future. 
 

3. CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND PRIORITIES 

 

3.1. Necessity of integrative approach 

 

At each of the workshops, experiences that could be heard from representatives of institutions 

what worked on implementation of measures from action plan and from representatives of Roma 

NGO sector are a proof of correlation and intertwinement of the matters discussed. It is almost 

impossible to talk about solving unemployment problems and not touch upon the question of low 

level of education and qualifications of Roma population. It is also very difficult to solve the 

problem of school drop-outs without solving the problem of frequent migrations as a 

consequence of unemployment and consequential poverty. Many problems and attempts of their 

solutions seems as if they are a part of the enchanted circle in which efforts and individual 

activities do not at all contribute to the achievement of the final goal of integration of Roma and 

overcoming poverty, but they emphasize the problems of the other nature even more, and thereby 

they contribute to the feeling of futility and pointless turning around in circles. Finalization of 
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one type of activities imminently leads to the beginning of some other problem. Exactly of this, a 

conclusion was imposed at all meetings that only an integrative and cross sector approach may 

bring to tangible step forward on many parallel tracks and thereby to approaching the final goal – 

reduction of poverty and social inclusion of Roma. 

 

The need for a higher degree of coordination between different sectors may be best achieved if 

specific measures for solving the problems of Roma population became a part of general 

policies, which is the focus of new project cycle that follows after the expiration of the Decade. 

It seems that the Roma would have significantly more use from well-tailored, general public 

policies in some important sectors than from the measures that target only problems of Roma 

population that are being less and less funded as we see. The measure that would be funded with 

the objective of inclusion of socially marginalized groups would certainly encompass numerous 

Roma that are in such position, and such measures could be found in public policies that deal 

with the matters such as education, employment, social housing and other important areas. 

Therefore, their goal would be all-encompassing and would include different categories of 

population in the state of need, and Roma would be covered by such activities not because they 

are Roma, but because they are the citizens of this country who are in difficult position and who 

need help and solidarity. 

 

It is very likely that well-tailored general policies that are sensitive towards certain horizontal 

issues (position of ethnic minorities, socially marginalized, children, women, the poor, 

discrimination etc.) have more chance to be followed by strong legislative measures, programme 

and responsible budgeting, institutional strengthening and creation of quality 

programmes/projects that may attract the funding from different sources. And while such the 

approach, at least theoretical seems to be much better and guarantees systematic solutions that 

would be of benefit to Roma as well as other citizens, the problem in reality is the practice of 

slow, fragmented and inefficient adopting and implementation of public polices and the question 

what to do in the meanwhile until the quality documents of public policies are issued and until 

their implementation starts. What remains is that Roma community continues to lean on action 

plans that target their specific problems, while parallel to this process attention must be paid to 

including special measures into general policies, because in the end it is a new direction that was 

established with the new project cycle that follows after the Decade and that will become an 

obligation for all countries that have aspirations towards the EU membership. 

 

The quality of undertaken measures noticeably varied from one community to another, but 

obviously there are communities that achieve solid results and from which some other 

communities could learn how to deal with the complexity of the problem. Results in 

implementation of the state programme and some other measures largely depend on the 

capacities of local communities as well as on the degree and quality of communication achieved 

between municipal administrations and Roma NGO. There are numerous examples where the 

differences in achieved results caused the astonishment and the inevitable question as to what 

could be the cause for such differences. The answers may range in a wide spectrum, from the 

differences in human and financial capacities that different communities have, numbers of Roma 

population and their organizations. However, we should not forget any negative connotations of 

this occurrence and try to draw as much benefit as possible in order to be able to convey the best 

practices in the best possible way to those communities where it is necessary, either through the 
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joint gatherings and meetings, or through the visits to successful local communities or through 

connecting and cooperation between Roma organizations. 

 

Even though these topics were not formally a part of discussions at the workshops, it was 

impossible to talk about Roma problems, without the surfacing of particularly difficult position 

of Roma children and women. Discrimination, begging, human trafficking, dropping out of 

schools, absolute inaccessibility to pre-school education are just some of the topics that various 

speakers touched upon. Although aware that all these problems are closely connected with 

unfavourable social position, their nature and sensitivity call for undertaking of the urgent 

measures and more intense confrontation, especially when they are connected with the drastic 

violations of children’s rights and certain criminal actions. 

 

Even besides such an endless list of problems that Roma are facing, the aim of their full social 

inclusion and economic empowering should not be lost from the focus. Defining priority 

measures is imposed not only as a necessary condition for creation of projects that have the 

chance to attract significant donations, but also as a way to stop unnecessary wasting of time and 

energy. After we look a bit better into the nature of some complex problems, it is very possible 

that the solving of certain questions may automatically represent a good foundation for solving 

some other issues without a special intervention of the state and its institutions. Exactly for this 

reason  it is important to wisely define the priorities as a way of  more efficient problem-solving 

and focus on the most important issues, while we wait for the defining of some general social 

policies that would solve the matters of inclusion of categories of population that are in less 

favourable social position in a more comprehensive way. 

 

3.2. Conclusions and recommendations for more efficient implementation of the State 

Programme for Roma  

3.2.1. Conclusions 

 

After the undertaken activities that included discussions across the country with the people who 

directly worked on implementation of the State Programme and after we examined and tested 

(dis) satisfaction of the end users, after the analysis of the all available documents that are related 

to RAP and it implementation, and after the full insight into the complexity and stratification of 

the problems that Roma in B&H are facing, we reached the following conclusions on the level of 

success of the work done so far on implementation of the measures from RAP. 

 

From the very beginning and by the nature of things, by far the largest funds are being allocated 

for housing of Roma. The projects of construction or recovery of housing facilities, i.e. 

infrastructure and others that relate to housing and improvement of quality of life are extremely 

complex and demand the impeccable preparatory activities and good coordination between 

different stakeholders so that the final outcome could be satisfactory for beneficiaries and the 

problems could be solved in a quality way and permanently. Experiences in B&H are very 

different. General impression is that where there is a good will and decisiveness of key people in 

Municipalities then there is a solid foundation for efficient solving of these problems. 

In such communities, services are cooperating very well, everything is well organized and 

projects are being finalized without bigger problems. The fact is that in some places there are 
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delays due to the circumstances that could not have been foreseen, but the problems in 

implementation mainly occur if the projects are not well prepared from the very beginning, due 

to lack of organization of the implementer or poor cooperation of municipalities with NGO 

sector. However, even a not-organized, superficial or too slow help is much better than no help at 

all. Namely, there are numerous places in B&H with Roma settlements that are inappropriate for 

living, but there are no projects for them and there is no willingness that projects and 

applications for grants are prepared and submitted to donors. 

 

According to what could be heard in the workshops and from the beneficiaries, the problems that 

were perceived are still burning. Moving in of the beneficiaries is delayed, because of the 

problems with connection to utility infrastructure are being delayed indefinitely, housing units 

are built without the accompanying infrastructure and this creates additional difficulties to 

beneficiaries, non-compliance with contractual obligations leads to delays, there are no adequate 

criteria for beneficiary selection, the construction is not of quality and other similar problems 

still occur across B&H. Besides these problems, there are also cases of negligence towards the 

allocated property and misuses which are luckily rare. 

 

However, it was very often possible to hear a seemingly unusual remark that bringing 

beneficiaries into new apartments or houses my cause problems with their maintenance, regular 

use and payment of utility bills related to the use of the property. But if it is known that the use 

of property entails some inevitable costs, those new occupants of newly constructed flats and 

houses have no employment and they have no hope of obtaining it, have no source of income and 

they are as poor as they used to be, then such remarks should be no surprise. As if a solution to 

one problem brings along the creation of some completely new and different problems. This 

occurrence is the best proof of the need of integrative and parallel solving of different issues (in 

this case housing and employment issues), generally good intentions and invested funds may 

completely unexpectedly start the avalanche of problems of a different kind. 

 

When it is known that housing projects are implemented only in cases where property issues at 

construction plots are resolved. A question is inevitably asked how many Roma are without any 

property and how to solve their housing problem. Some of the municipalities bought and 

arranged construction land as their contribution and maybe their example should be followed if 

this activity would be followed by allocation of housing units to those families who are in 

highest need and who really have absolutely nothing. 

 

The problem of the homeless people, serious poverty and social exclusion would be the best to 

solve through project of social housing as a part of very well-tailored general policy of social 

protection that could be of huge benefit to Roma, but as it was previously said, there is a question 

of efficiency in issuing and enforcement of such public policies in Bosnia and Herzegovina in its 

numerous levels of governance that deal with these problems. 

Even though there were not many of them, it was possible to hear the experiences with the 

resistance of non-Roma population to the construction of flats in their neighbourhoods. The 

problem of resistance of local population, as well as the problem of segregation and isolation of 

Roma settlements is not present only in B&H, but in many developed countries. Operatives in 

municipal administrations are aware of the need for desegregations and integration through the 

projects of housing and the usage of such projects as a good way of social inclusion of Roma. 
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Speaking of employment of the Roma, RAP contains 19 measures out of which only two are 

being enforced – stimulation of self-employment and employment with employers. Funds that 

are being allocated for these measures are not even near the sufficient for achievement of the 

goal in terms of the employed Roma. Statistically, around 10% of the foreseen numbers of Roma 

have been employed so far. However, at this moment nobody is able to say how many Roma 

have kept their jobs and where did these measures have permanent effect since there is no 

mechanism of following the end result of these measures. Judging by what we heard in different 

places in B&H, even this depressing statistics does not reflect the real state of affairs, which is 

probably even gloomier and comes down to the number of Roma being negligible and that 

numerous and different abuses of the employment programme are present and it is not possible 

to stop them through formal control of bureaucratic character. 

 

When we have in mind a very poor qualification structure of the unemployed Roma in the 

register of employment bureau, the question arises whether the classical measures of active 

employment policy may have any effect in terms of sustainable employment of Roma. The funds 

for self-employment are insufficient, as admitted by the representatives of employment bureau 

and this fact, coupled with the lack of training, knowledge about what the starting of own 

business really means also leads to failures in enforcing the programme of self-employment. It is 

obvious that classical measures of employment that are different just by being directed towards 

Roma and that are not adjusted to all specific details and problems that unemployed Roma 

are facing in accessing the labour market do not bring sustainable results. 

 

Even such activities of employment bureau that have structural shortages in the sense of their in 

adjustment to the real needs have even less chance for success because it happens that as a 

consequence of lack of knowledge of Roma community coupled with prejudices and lack of 

interest of the employer they are not completely realized.  Low level of education and skills are 

mentioned as main reasons for unemployment. However, the often present mistrust and 

stereotypes those often are present among the employers as an invisible, but often hard to 

overcome obstacles. 

 

Highly educated Roma are mainly being employed in the public sector, but they are extremely 

rare examples that unfortunately only confirm the gloomy picture of low level of qualifications 

of the Roma who are seeking employment. In the areas where the number of employed Roma is 

large, almost with no exception they got their jobs in public utilities companies or similar jobs 

foreseen for non-qualified workers.  Even though some other solutions are maybe not possible at 

the moment, the impression is that this way of employment of the Roma represents a sort of 

segregation in the framework of labour market, since the message is sent that Roma have nothing 

to look for but such jobs that do not provide for any further development, while the minimum 

incomes do not at all contribute to overcoming the poverty. On the other hand, for the institutions 

they represent a good chance to praise with improved statistical results. 

  

There was some mentioning of abuses where some employers would take grants, give a small 

part to the employed Roma, take larger part for themselves, and not allow Roma beneficiaries of 

those funds to even come to work, because they do not need workers. So, different types of 

discrimination are present even when taxpayers are funding the employment of Roma, so the 

question arises – what is the real picture outside this framework. In any case, it is necessary that 
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employment bureaus together with Roma organizations conduct a strong campaign of informing 

the employer about the possibilities of employment of the Roma, to break the present prejudices 

and together find modalities for more sustainable and quality employment of the Roma in private 

sector. 

 

Chronic unemployment and the accompanying poverty and lack of prospective is also a strong 

motive for frequent migrations and going abroad and this brings along a number of other 

problems, including long absences and dropping out of school. 

 

Education of the children is an investment for their future employment, but programs of 

education for adults are obviously the only way for the Roma to become more competitive at the 

labour market. Everyone who has anything to do with these problems agrees about this 

unanimously, but unfortunately everything remains at declarative level. At this moment it really 

seems that the durable solutions for unemployed Roma may be brought by their participation in 

the programmes of adult education (additional training, retraining, training, specialization etc.) 

that are adjusted to the needs of  the market. Such programs are only at the beginning in the 

entire B&H and there is still no systematic connection between the real needs of the employers 

and the programme of the development of human resources among the unemployed persons that 

could produce any sensible change and progress in employment at the level of the entire country. 

But these programmes are suitable for smaller groups of categories that are difficult to be 

employable, including Roma, so that the well-tailored retraining programmes of unemployed 

Roma for certain needs of the known employers may be a way of achieving more permanent 

solutions. 

 

It is necessary to primarily change the approach in designing and implementation of employment 

measures of Roma employment. It entails the increase in the funds for programmes and measures 

of employment. It is obvious that an attempt of hiring Roma cannot follow some usual and old 

methods (neither can the employment of the other categories that are difficult to employ), but a 

number of other measures (individual counselling and training, selection of employer, additional 

training etc.) so that the signing of the contract of work would not be just a formality that serves 

the purpose of pumping statistical data,  but an ending of an entire process that may in a 

permanent way solve the issue of employment. In order for any progress to be achieved in this 

area, it is necessary to create employment programmes that are more innovative and free of rigid 

bureaucratic inertia that conveys the same schemes of employment from one year to another and 

they obviously do not bring any results. 

 

When it comes to health protection, it is obvious that some old problems persist primarily due to 

the fragmented legislation in this area in FB&H for which reason there is a large number of 

people without health insurance because they do not report in time to employment bureaus. Also, 

the non- coverage of children who do not attend school regularly. All this is a consequence of 

inappropriate legal provisions and on several occasions it was mentioned that it would be the 

best to solve this type of problem in a systematic way through reorganization of health insurance 

system. 
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Workshops were generally poorly visited by representatives of institutes for public health that 

are implementing grants, but still it was possible to hear experiences about very useful 

programmes that resulted in preventive check-ups of Roma women, which should continue in 

any case, but not the practice of spending funds for administrative costs or delivering services 

that insured persons are otherwise not entitled to. 

 

Even though a step forward was made in terms of coverage of Roma with health insurance, 

representatives of Roma associations who are familiar with the situation in the field claim that 

this problem is not even partly solved due to many obstacles that are preventing some categories 

from solving their status, such as older Roma who are not in the list of the institute and have no 

retirement and children who are not attending school regularly. There is also a problem of 

irregular reporting to employment which is a condition for verification of health cards. 

 

It is obvious that in implementation of activates related to health protection there are still 

deviations from RAP which foresees the improvement in accessibility of health protection 

through total coverage with health insurance, as well as the increase in the scope of delivering 

healthcare services for the most vulnerable categories inside Roma population. However, the 

spending of grants is very often not designated for achievement of imaginary objectives, so it is 

recommendable that the obligations of public health institutes be set precise in the course of 

realization of these measures, and that the spending of funds for purposes that were not foreseen 

by the programme be strictly banned and that sanctions be foreseen for non-compliance with the 

agreement between MHRR and the institute. It would be desirable to develop a unique way and 

content of reporting on the spent funds in order to make it possible to follow the expenditures as 

per their purpose. 

 

A large number of remarks could be heard about the inactivity in the area of education. 

Primarily, grants are not being allocated for the area of education due to the alleged non-

jurisdiction of state institutions in this area. These remarks are as much unusual as the 

institutions at the state level are not in responsible for other areas from RAP, but yet again the 

funds are being allocated and spent and implemented together with the respective institutions at 

the entity and lower levels. This is why it is strange that such an argument is being used for the 

area of education as an explanation for the absence of any activity and lack of resources for 

funding the programme for satisfying the basic needs of the Roma. 

 

Education was recognized as one of the central issues with all other problems revolving around 

it, even by those participants who are not from that sector. Early inclusion into the education 

process on one hand contribute to a better and more durable integration and bigger chance for 

successful finalization of the education process, while on the other hand nowadays it is 

impossible to imagine a quality employment without the adequate education. However, at the 

same time it was established that the implementation of Action plan on educational needs of the 

Roma is fragmented, not organized, non-systematic and without any significant results and steps 

forward. Nothing is being done on this matter at the state level, while local communities are not 

showing almost any initiative for starting any sensible programmes that would target educational 

needs of the Roma. Efforts of some municipalities are worthy of praise and the progress is 

visible, but those examples are rare and insufficient. 
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Roma children are in some way the victims of permanent migrations of their families who 

sometimes must leave B&H due to poverty and difficult situation; they remain without school 

grades and collect a large number of unjustified absences from classes because in most cases 

they do not report that they are leaving. After their return to B&H, the process of their 

reintegration into the education system is made very difficult and is an additional burden to 

already difficult situation. 

 

Early leaving of schools is a problem that is mentioned in all communities and obviously 

represents the problem that is typical for Roma community. The reasons for this occurrence are 

manifold and it is not easy to deal with this problem. Several speakers mentioned that it is 

necessary to work on raising the awareness of the parent, and there are communities where the 

rate of leaving schools is lower thanks to engagement of Roma NGO sector. We may say that the 

unanimous conclusion and undivided opinion is that the inclusion of Roma children into pre-

school education and early integration could contribute to later quality education and avoiding of 

children leaving school and successful inclusion of Roma children into the education process 

without segregation and discrimination. 

 

Realization of action plan for education must be approached much more seriously and it is high 

time that initiative be started for comprehensive, adjusted and efficient enforcement of measures 

foreseen in this document. Without satisfying the basic Roma needs we cannot talk about any 

chances for increasing the level of their sustainable entry into the labour market, and thereby 

their chances to overcome poverty and social exclusion.    

 

Fragmentation of the education system in general influences the poor implementation of RAP on 

educational needs of Roma and there is an impression that the activities in this field strictly 

depend on good will and enthusiasm of the individuals in different institutions and local 

communities, and especially on the level of organization and pressure that is being put on Roma 

NGOs. In education sector recommendations were earlier given that harmonized and coordinated 

activities should be taken more decisively in implementation of the set measures, but now this 

appeal is turning into a cry that problems start to be solved more systematically in the area of the 

entire B&H, that funds start being allocated for this purpose, that other levels of governance 

wake up and become more active and that more work should be done on burning problems that 

have been waiting for specific activities for a long time now. 

 

Even though the situation is currently such that the state programme does not include funds and 

measures for educational needs of the Roma, this document contains the appropriate 

recommendations for this area having in mind its importance and the fact that education is the 

inevitable factor in achieving the final objective of social inclusion of the Roma with the hope 

that the state programme will include the funds for education in the end. 

 

Financial resources that are being allocated at the state level as grants for implementation of 

measures from the RAP are definitely not sufficient for quality enforcement of everything 

planned. Already insufficient funds are being reduced even further over the last years. Besides 

their regular activities, institutions at lower levels should also take other measures, tailor 

programmes and project, seek for other sources of funding for them and in the end, that they 

should financially support the realization of measure from RAP. 
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The treatment of Roma by the local authorities is very different and varies from one local 

community to another. Certainly a lot depends on the persons involved in the process, from 

organization of Roma associations and municipal structures, to the relations within the Roma 

communities and many other factors. But one thing is really obvious – the better organized Roma 

community is, and the better and more specific its relation with local administration, the higher 

the level of their problems will be. Therefore, strengthening capacities of Roma association from 

the direct influence to the level success in enforcement of different measures.  

 

Without the goof planning and distribution of responsibility between different actors it is hard 

that the significant moves can be made in solving Roma problems. RAP therefore recommends 

the making of local action plans that would serve as a good foundation for tailoring and 

financing of measures in different areas. A step forward was made in this matter, but the number 

of local administrations that did not prepare LAPs is still dominating in relation to those who did 

not do it. The existence of these planning documents is a foundation for good planning and 

tailoring of quality projects, which then increases the chance for attracting funds from different 

sources. Participation of Roma organization and inputs about the Roma needs from different 

sources is very important for the quality planning process, and therefore it is of crucial 

importance that Roma NGO sector activates and gives it maximum to help institutions devise 

quality and realistic planning documents that may represent a good starting point for attracting 

the necessary needs and implementation of successful projects. 

 

Supervision over the enforcement of measures from RAP that was done by bodies in charge for 

this activity and some organizations from civil sector proved that 10% of the total number of 

measures was fully implemented. Regardless of the fact that there are no reliable indicators on 

social and economic effects of undertaken measures, there is an impression that the 

implementation of this small part of imagined activities does not contribute to significant change 

of situation of Roma population. The question is whether the already revised action plan needs to 

be revised again or the poor effect on implementing programme from RAP is just a real picture 

of the weakness of the institutions, poor coordination, lack of good will and the lack of funds 

necessary for more efficient realization of measures from RAP. 

 

3.2.2. Recommendations for sub-sectors 

 

 

 While solving housing issues, attention must be paid that housing projects do not 

contribute to even deeper segregation and exclusion of Roma population. 

 Make sure that solving of housing problems is followed with the construction of solid 

infrastructure in order to avoid Roma moving into new buildings and houses and still live 

in poor conditions because the projects of construction of new housing units did not 

include the solving of the main infrastructure issues. 

   

Housing 
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 It would be good if approval of the projects from the area of housing would be preceded 

by an analysis of Roma settlements that are the most jeopardized and that require urgent 

intervention. Likewise, these projects must primarily encompass solving of the problems 

of the homeless. 

 It is necessary to think about the practice of engaging the future beneficiaries into 

construction of housing units into all phases of construction, wherever possible. 

 Local communities in which a large number of Roma live in poor conditions must have 

an obligation to deal with the issue of their inclusion, especially solving of their housing 

problem. The best way in which a local administration may show its seriousness and 

dedication to solving such problems is allocation of funds in the budget for co-funding 

projects from the state grant, or solving property and legal issues as a condition for 

realization of such projects, as well as creation of spatial planning documents for the 

areas with Roma settlements. 

 Access to activities of social houses (where they are being conducted) must include 

Roma and their needs without discriminatory approach in such a way that the defined 

criteria will be consistently followed. 

 Efficient procedure of legalization of illegal facilities and settlements wherever possible, 

if it is not possible to provide alternative solutions for housing. 

 In order to achieve the best possible effect of social inclusion, an advantage should be 

given to those projects of housing which are associated and connected to measures from 

other areas, such as employment, education, desegregation, health protection, 

infrastructural arrangement of settlements etc. 

 The advantage should be given to the project that were foreseen for parts of settlements 

for which regulation plans were adopted (or other spatial planning documents) as some 

sort of a guarantee that all necessary permits, project documentation, property issues and 

other details will be completely legal and well fitted and adjusted with the development 

of the wider area in the given settlement.  

 It is necessary to think of mechanisms of urgent solving of the problem of Roma 

settlements that are not suitable for living with unsolved infrastructural problems as well 

as the problems of the homeless and solving of housing needs of the families with small 

children and large families.  

 

 
 

 It is recommended that the programmes of (self) employment are adjusted to specific 

Roma needs, culture, informal knowledge and skills, interests, specific needs of 

employers and other special traits of different communities. Aside from the employment, 

such programmes should contribute to inclusion of Roma into social currents and 

integration into the society in which they are working. Such specially tailored 

employment programmes may be done only at the local level and demand the 

involvement of municipal/cantonal employment bureaus in close cooperation with other 

Employment 
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institutions and Roma organizations. Therefore it is recommended that grants for 

employment be implemented by cantonal, i.e. municipal employment bureaus after they 

prepare quality programmes with representatives of Roma and the respective municipal 

institutions. 

 For the sake of integral approach, it is desirable to realize such employment programmes 

only in the areas where housing projects are being implemented at the same time in order 

to achieve the maximum effect of social inclusion which is the final goal of all activities. 

 Provide funds and start realization of measures related to additional training and 

retraining of unemployed Roma according to the needs of labour market, after the 

previously conducted analysis of the needs of some employers.    

 Recommendation is that Roma and their specific needs be involved in measures and 

programmes of employment related to additional training and retraining of the 

unemployed in line with needs of labour market as activities that are implementing the 

general employment policy. When the adult education system starts to function and when 

the adjustment of workforce qualification structure to the needs of labour market 

intensifies, target groups should include categories that are difficult to employ along with 

Roma men and women. 

 Before the public invitation is published within Roma employment programme, it is 

desirable to adequately prepare the grounds for congruence between the offer and 

demand at the labour market. This primarily implies needs assessment and conversations 

with employers, individual counselling with unemployed Roma, in case it is necessary to 

mediate between a potential employer and workers and other similar measures. These 

activities may be conducted with the help of Roma mediators for labour market, which 

would be engaged in the communities with large numbers of Roma population. 

Preparatory activities done in this way before the publication of public invitation should 

contribute to quality and more sustainable employment of Roma in terms of congruence 

between demand and need. 

 Roma employment programmes must include some measures that represent innovative 

and more daring step away from classical measures that were being enforced so far 

without success. So for example, special measures should be tried to instigate 

entrepreneurship in the areas to which Roma are traditionally prone and in which they 

possess some skills obtained in an informal way, develop a concept of social 

entrepreneurship, subsidies for Roma start-ups, including the component of social 

inclusion into public procurement and other similar measures. These measures are not 

tailored and implemented by employment bureaus, but they represent a collection of 

measures for which different entities are responsible, but they all have in common the 

instigating of Roma employment. Recommendation of MHRR is to draft and start 

initiatives in this direction towards the respective institutions that should undertake the 

appropriate measures. 

 Undertake stimulating measures in the direction of higher degree of employment of 

Roma women in public sector. 

 It is necessary to conduct vital control, checking and supervision over the conducted 

employment measures, not only to examine the compliance with contractual obligations 
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and legalities, but also because of the analysis of final effect of the programme in order to 

be able to learn lessons for creation of measure for the future. 

 

 

 

 It is necessary to more decisively start initiatives on changing regulations on health 

insurance in order to solve the problem of non-insured persons in a systematic and 

permanent way. 

 Set precise the obligations of institutions of public health in enforcing the programme of 

health protection and established a unique way of reporting on the spent funds in order to 

avoid non-dedicated spending. 

 Try to stimulate the programmes of engaging the mobile teams that took care of measures 

of preventive health protection for Roma women and their children, especially in the 

environments where Roma live in large numbers in bad hygienic and sanitary conditions. 

 The accent is to be put at programmes of preventive check-ups, while the programmes 

that include education can be a constituent part of the housing project, recovery of the 

buildings or construction of infrastructure in the sense of integrative approach. 

 Project of improvement of hygienic-epidemiological conditions in Roma settlements 

through partnership of health institutions and Roma associations. 

 
 

 

 The first and main recommendation is to foresee grant funds and corresponding activities 

in implementation of RAP on educational needs of Roma within the state programme 

together with other areas from RAP. 

 An expert group should be formed soonest consisting of representatives of all relevant 

institutions, including Roma representatives, with a task to draft an implementation plan 

of education action plan with the defined priorities, persons responsible for activities, 

necessary funds and timeframes for realization of certain activities. 

 A team must be established to supervise the realization of RAP about the educational 

needs of the Roma in order to give suggestions on their efficient realization and possible 

revision in order to harmonize it with the reality in the field. 

 Roma pupils must be given assistance with overcoming the problems in schools through 

individual approach and communication with their parents. 

  

Education 

 

Health protection 
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 Leaving elementary school ahead of time demands serious measure and approach. Since 

this problem is multi-dimensional, it is necessary to work with parents, and as it is closely 

connected to poverty and non-existence of conditions for schooling of children, the 

recommendations is that local communities in which this problem is present devise plans 

with specific measures in order so that the serious struggle with this problem to could be 

started. It is necessary to include Roma mediators for education into this problem. 

 Focus needs to be put on including Roma children into the system of preschool 

education. The experience tells that the obstacles on this path are numerous, starting from 

resistance shown by parents of non-Roma children to the lack of interest of kindergarten 

owners who are mostly focused on profit. For this reason, measures in this sense must be 

stimulating and provide requirements for inclusion of Roma children into the process of 

pre-school education. These measures must include additional funding by municipalities, 

financing of additional staff in kindergartens, assistance with expanding capacities, 

financing of excursions and similar measures. 

 It is necessary to help Roma children learn their lessons through special programmes that 

would take place as extracurricular activity. In conducting these measures local 

communities should show more entrepreneurship and creativity, because besides the 

effort of teachers in schools, such programmes may prove to be crucial in simulating 

Roma children to successfully finish elementary school and to continue their education. 

 Scholarships should be provided for all Roma pupils who are attending secondary 

education. 

 

 

 It is very important to establish a strong mechanism od monitoring activities on 

implementation of measures from action plans as this is the only way to make a reliable 

assessment of the influence that measures so far had on solving the problems and draw 

conclusions that may be transferred into concrete, realistic, enforceable and efficient 

measures on the occasion of creating planning documents for the forthcoming period. 

 It is necessary to conduct monitoring and evaluation of RAP efficiency within the wider 

context of social inclusion. This may be done through defining of measurable objectives 

or through collection of relevant qualitative and quantitative data on social and economic 

effects of undertaken measures. 

 It is necessary to further strengthen the capacities of social security centres in order to 

collect information on specific Roma needs as efficiently as possible. This is a 

requirement for better planning and targeting of specific activities on solving and 

satisfying of those needs. 

 It is necessary to ensure that the problem of missing identification documents be solved 

completely, since the persons who are not registered and do not possess the appropriate 

identification documents cannot solve any other problem. The possession of personal 

documents is the requirement and starting foundation for solving any other problems and 

fulfilment of basic rights. 

Other recommendations 
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 Intensify activities on creation of local action plans.  

 Start an initiative and organize visits to local communities who successfully implemented 

activities from RAP in the attempt that examples and methods of good practice be 

implemented as much as possible across the B&H. 

 It is necessary to establish institutional mechanism of horizontal and vertical coordination 

for the inclusion of Roma representatives into the creation of general public companies 

and planning documents in order to better define specific measures that would be a 

constituent part of these documents. 

 Although there is a trend of reduction of grant funds, there is a need to find a possibility 

to increase these funds or at least to return them to the previous level of 3 million KM. 

The increase in funds in combination with better mapping of Roma needs, creation of 

LAP, better quality projects prepared at the local level and increased independence of 

institutions at local level may bring better results. 

 Stimulate better coordination, cooperation and partnership between Roma associations 

and state institutions at all levels with the objective of creating quality projects that could 

be financed by numerous donors. 

 

3.3. Priorities per sectors, criteria for setting priorities and distribution of funds per sectors 

3.3.1. Priorities per sectors 

 

Complexity of problems that Roma are facing and the slow progress in their solving brought to 

the offering a number of suggestions and proposals in this document on possible improvements 

on activities that were undertaken so far, and to starting of some activities that were awaited for a 

long time. However, limited funds and institutional capacities, as well as the lack of many other 

resources (sometimes even the lack of political will) do not guarantee that each of the given 

recommendations will be possible to be adequately enforced. Therefore it is necessary to define 

priority activities that should be dealt with straightaway. 

 

Those are the activities that are at the same time urgent and important, since their realization will 

help the most vulnerable and at the same time they represent the crucial and important 

prerequisite for solving some other problems. Thereby it is important that these priority activities 

are set in such a way to be able give maximum results in the shortest possible time and with as 

little funds as possible. Therefore, the priority is given to what is urgent and important but what 

is relatively easy to accomplish. 

 

 

Priorities for housing issues 

 

 Make a list of housing projects that were not finished for any reason, housing units into 

which the beneficiary did not move or which did not improve living conditions due to 

poor quality. These may be project without the connections of housing units to utility 

network, poor quality of works and materials, with no adequate access and basic 
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accompanying infrastructure, or any other projects which do not solve or only partially 

solve the housing problem. Foresee the material and financial aid in municipality with the 

purpose of completing these projects (starting from the simplest towards more complex 

problems) in order to finally create conditions for normal life of those families that are 

not beneficiaries of this project. 

 Analyse and compile the list of Roma settlements with the worst hygienic and sanitary 

conditions in partnership with municipal administrations and other respective local 

institutions make projects of recovery/reconstruction of the existing or construction of 

new housing units, construction of necessary infrastructure and any other projects that 

would solve the housing problems and any other problems in those settlements in the 

most efficient way. With such projects, together with local administrations, additional 

funds should be sought from multilateral and bilateral donors that could join their funding 

with the state and municipalities for the better quality solving of these problems. 

 Create a mechanism of urgent solving of problems of the homeless people, single 

mothers and families with small children who live in poor conditions, either through the 

allocation of social flats, payment of rents, provision of overnight stays or in any other 

appropriate way which would urgently solve such problems, especially when the winter 

period is approaching.  

 Provide the expert and financial assistance to municipalities for issuing of regulation 

plans or undertaking of other measures directed towards legalization of Roma 

settlements. 

 

Priorities in employment 

 

 Create a new concept of (self) employment programme where the cantonal, i.e. municipal 

employment bureaus would conduct advertisement procedure and selection of whom the 

funds of realization of these programmes would be entrusted to. Employment 

programmes would be realized after a detailed analysis of needs and offers at the labour 

market in local communities in order to identify the real needs and the readiness of 

employers, as well as the offer in the register of the unemployed. Real state of affairs 

would also be analysed and trends of Roma entrepreneurship in a certain area so that the 

self-employment programmes would be as successful as possible, while the financial 

grants for self-employment would be followed by other instigation measures that 

municipal service are in charge of. 

 Finance and support a few best quality pilot projects of retraining and/or additional 

training of the unemployed persons that include persons of Roma ethnicity and follow 

results of such projects in terms of sustainability of Roma employment through such 

process. 

 Enhance control of fulfilment of obligations from the employment programmes and 

prevent numerous abuses.  
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Priorities from the area of health protection 

 

 Start an initiative for changing regulations about health insurance, make an analysis and 

prepare a proposal of changes of all relevant regulations that will result in the coverage of 

the entire Roma population with health insurance. 

 Define the obligations of the institutes of public health, so that the major part of funds for 

health protection programmes is spent for activities of preventive check-ups of the special 

diseases as foreseen by the RAP. 

 Encourage, initiate and support the establishment of partnership between Roma 

organizations and health institutions with the purpose of preparing and conducting 

activities/projects of improvement of hygienic-epidemiological conditions in Roma 

settlements. 

 

Priorities in the area of education 

 

 Initiate, prepare and propose the decision on issuing the grant funds for programmes of 

Roma educational needs. These funds should be added to existing ones, and not distribute 

the existing funds for education and thereby reduce the amounts for other sectors. 

 Forming and expert team which will urgently prepare the operative plan for 

implementing measures from RAP concerning operative needs of the Roma. 

 Encourage municipalities and give them expert assistance in preparation and issuing of 

plans which will treat the problem of early abandoning of schools by Roma children. 

 

Other priorities 

 

 Enhance and improve activities of RAP implementation monitoring and adjust 

methodology to examining the influence and effects of measures in the wider context of 

Roma social inclusion. 

 Conduct activities that would completely solve the problem of not possessing 

identification documents. 

 Assist local administrations with intensifying activities of creating local action plans. 

 

3.3.2. Criteria for setting priorities 

 

During the preparation of the planning documents for solving Roma problems in the future, it is 

necessary to clearly emphasize those measures that the policy issuer considers a priority. This is 

necessary due to the limited resources and the need for those resources and possibilities to be 

focused on implementation of what is considered to be the most important. 
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The new regional project that add to the Decade (Roma Integration 2020)  in a way already sets a 

framework and defines a direction in which the future defining of public policies will take, all 

with the purpose of shortening a socio-economic gap between Roma and non-Roma population. 

However, when it comes to precise and specific measures which will be a part of future public 

policies, it is necessary to define at least framework criteria with the help of which the priority 

measures, activities, programmes and projects will be determined. 

 

In this case the urgency of the problem is not such an important factor as the relevance and the 

influence of certain activities to the achievement of the final goal, and the nature of certain 

measures and as a necessary and inevitable condition for efficient and effective achievement of 

some other activities that lead to the final goal. Likewise, it is very important that the conducting 

of these measures achieves as much possible effect for as many people as possible with investing 

as little funds as possible. 

 

Therefore, the criteria for setting priorities could be: 

 

 Projects/measures that have integral approach to problem solving and include the 

partnership of large number of stakeholders; 

 The projects that with their quality and content have a capacity to attract the funds from 

different sources; 

 Measures and activities that instigate and enable the equality in usage and access to 

public services, social protection and state services and that reduce or eliminates social 

segregation of the Roma; 

 Projects and measures directed at facilitating the life conditions and integration of Roma 

women and children; 

 Projects and programmes that solve the issues (primarily housing) of those Roma that are 

socially most vulnerable and who are deeply wallowed in poverty. Here the accent is put 

at the state of the need of individuals, and not to the status of property-legal matters or 

other similar conditions that should actually be the concern of local administrations and 

other implementers; 

 The advantage should be given to those local communicates which are acting in a 

proactive way and who know what and how they want to do (adopted regulation plans, 

local action plans, strategies of keeping children in schools, efficient social protection 

etc.). 

 Numbers of Roma populations and Roma settlements in a certain environment; 

 Programmes that are well connected to the existing general policies; 

 Existence of funds in municipal budgets designated for solving Roma problems; 

 Selection of locations that instigate desegregation/integration. 
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3.3.3. Allocation of funds per sectors 

 

Within the budget of MHRR, each year 3 million KM of grant funds is allocated for the purpose 

of RAP implementation (housing, employment and health protection). The distribution of funds 

was most frequently done in such a way that around two thirds would go for housing projects, 

while 23% would go for employment projects, and somewhat less than 10% would go for health 

protection, while smaller amounts would be allocated for other needs. Over the last years, this 

amount started to gradually reduce, and funds for 2016 were only 2.185.000 KM out of which 1 

million was for housing, 755.000 for employment and 430.000 for health protection. 

 

Perceived in relative relations, this in this year, the percentage of allocations for employment was 

increased (35%) and health (20%) but this is not that much thanks to the increase in absolute 

amounts for these purposes, but primarily due to reduction of the total absolute amount at the 

cost that is being allocated for housing. 

 

At the workshops across the country, from the operatives who are working in the field and from 

those who come from education sector it was repeated several times that grants must be allocated 

for the educational needs of the Roma. The manner of realization of these funds would be 

identical to the manner of realization of grants for the areas of housing, employment and health 

protection – so in cooperation with entity, cantonal and municipal institutions that are in charge 

of this area. The argument that institutions at the level of B&H do not have the jurisdiction for 

the area of education in this case is not founded, because they have no jurisdiction of other 

sectors either, but yet the funds are being allocated for implementation of RAP and realized in 

cooperation with respective institutions at the different levels of governance. 

 

The amount that would be allocated for the implementation of RAP for Roma educational needs 

should be determined, in this document already mentioned the expert group that would work on 

preparation of operative plan for implementation of education plan in line with the foreseen plan 

of work and priorities for the given year. It is implied that the grant for education must be added 

to already foreseen funds, and not that those funds, who are being reduced from year to year 

should be additionally allocated for education and that way the amount would be reduced by the 

amount from the other area. 

 

The trend of reducing grant funds should be stopped, and 3 million KM for 2017 should be 

returned, while for 2018 an increase should be foreseen in the percentage equal to the increase in 

public revenues in the previous budget year, and at least by 4%. 

 

The recommendation is that the amount for the employment of Roma be increased. By 

increasing the funds for employment, higher subsidies for self-employment and additional 

training that would include unemployed Roma would be funded. This amount would be 

increased by at least 150.000 per year. In case that the total grant funds remain unchanged, this 

amount should be increased at the cost of housing (for the most part) and health protection (to 

the smaller part), while the possible increase of the total grant funds should be allocated to the 

employment in the proposed amount. 

 


